Abstract. This is the third and last part of a series of 3 papers. Using the same method and the same coordinates as in parts 1 and 2, rotating dust solutions of Einstein's equations are investigated that possess 3-dimensional symmetry groups, under the assumption that each of the Killing vectors is linearly independent of velocity u α and rotation w α at every point of the spacetime region under consideration. The Killing fields are found and the Killing equations are solved for the components of the metric tensor in every case that arises. No progress was made with the Einstein equations in any of the cases, and no previously known solutions were identified. A brief overview of literature on solutions with rotating sources is given.
Summary of the method.
This paper is the third and last part of a series of 3 papers, for parts 1 and 2 see Refs. 1 and 2 (Paper 1 and Paper 2). For convenience of the readers, this section is repeated after Paper 2. This is a concise summary of results that will be used in this paper. For proofs, motivations and references see Paper 1 [1] .
Every timelike vector field u α of unit length that has zero acceleration and nonzero rotation defines the functions τ (x), η(x) and ξ(x) such that:
(1.1)
These functions are defined up to the transformations:
where the functions F and G obey:
(this guarantees that the Jacobian of the transformation is 1), and S is determined by:
If u α is the velocity field of a fluid whose number of particles is conserved:
(where g is the determinant of the metric tensor and n is the particle number density), then one more function ζ(x) exists such that: 6) and it is determined up to the transformations:
Note that n is not defined uniquely by (1.5) . For example, if u α = δ α 0 and n obeys (1.5), then n ′ = nf (x, y, z) (where f is an arbitrary function) will also obey (1.5). This nonuniqueness allows for a greater freedom in the choice of ζ than (1.7), and the freedom will be used in some cases.
The following relations hold:
∂(τ, η, ξ, ζ) ∂(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = √ −gn = 0.
(1.8)
The last of (1.8) guarantees that {τ, ξ, η, ζ} can be chosen as coordinates, they will be called Plebański coordinates. Then, with {τ, ξ, η, ζ} = {x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 } = {t, x, y, z}: where w α is the rotation vector field, and ω αβ is the rotation tensor corresponding to the velocity field u α :
ω αβ = 1 2 (u α,β − u β,α −u α u β +u β u α ), w α = −(1/ √ −g)ε αβγδ u β ω γδ .
(1.10)
If ω αβ = 0 andu α = 0 (what is assumed throughout), then necessarily the pressure p = const and κp may be interpreted as the cosmological constant (κ := 8πG/c 4 ). If any Killing vector field exists on a manifold (on which all the assumptions specified so far are fulfilled), then, in the coordinates of (1.9), it must be of the form: 11) where C is an arbitrary constant and φ(x, y) and λ(x, y) are arbitrary functions of two coordinates. Whenever φ ,α = 0, a transformation of the class (1.2) -(1.4) can be found that leads to:
(1.12)
The metric then becomes independent of x, and the coordinates preserving (1.12) are determined up to the transformations: t ′ = t − yH, y dy + A, x ′ = x + H(y), y ′ = y, z ′ = z + T (y), (1.13) where A is an arbitrary constant and H, T are arbitrary functions. The condition φ ,α = 0 that allows one to fulfil (1.12) means that the Killing vector k α is linearly independent of the vectors u α and w α at every point of the spacetime region under consideration. In Paper 1, solutions of the Killing equations and of the Einstein equations were considered under the assumption that there exist three Killing vector fields on the manifold, two of which have φ = const in (1.11), while the third one has φ ,α = 0 and can be transformed to the form (1.12). In Paper 2, it was assumed that only one Killing field has φ = const, while two have φ ,α = 0. In the present paper, all three Killing fields will be assumed to have φ ,α = 0. One of them (k (1) ) can be transformed to the simple form (1.12), while the remaining two will have the general form (1.11) .
In this Paper 3, no progress was made with the Einstein equations in any of the cases. Also, no related results were found in the literature except in case 1.1.2.2, see at the end of sec. 5.
The Lie algebra of the symmetry group.
According to the assumptions made in the preceding section, there exist the following three Killing vector fields: where C 2 and C 3 are arbitrary constants, and φ, ψ, λ 2 and λ 3 are unknown functions of (x, y), to be determined from the commutation relations. The coordinates of (2.1) are determined up to (1.13) . The fields k (1) , k (2) and k (3) will form a Lie algebra if constants a, . . . , j exist such that:
[k (1) , k (2) ] = ak (1) + bk (2) + ck (3) ,
[k (2) , k (3) ] = gk (1) + hk (2) + jk (3) ,
Eqs. (2.2) are equivalent to the following set:
φ, x −yφ, xy = b(C 2 + φ − yφ, y ) + c(C 3 + ψ − yψ, y ), (2.3a)
φ, xy = a + bφ, y +cψ, y , (2.3b) φ, xx = bφ, x +cψ, x , (2.3c)
3d)
ψ, x −yψ ,xy = e(C 2 + φ − yφ, y ) + f (C 3 + ψ − yψ, y ), (2.3e)
3f )
ψ ,xx = eφ, x +f ψ, x , (2.3g) λ 3,x = eλ 2 + f λ 3 , (2.3h) φ, y (ψ, x −yψ ,xy ) + yφ, x ψ ,yy − ψ, y (φ, x −yφ ,xy ) − yψ, x φ ,yy = h(C 2 + φ − yφ, y ) + j(C 3 + ψ − yψ, y ), (2.3i) φ, y ψ ,xy − φ, x ψ ,yy − ψ, y φ ,xy + ψ, x φ ,yy = g + hφ, y +jψ, y , (2.3j) −φ, y ψ ,xx + φ, x ψ ,xy + ψ, y φ ,xx − ψ, x φ ,xy = −hφ, x −jψ, x , (2.3k) φ, y λ 3,x − φ, x λ 3,y − ψ, y λ 2,x + ψ, x λ 2,y = hλ 2 + jλ 3 .
(2.3l)
The equations (2.3a-c) are integrated with the result:
φ, x = ay + bφ + cψ + bC 2 + cC 3 ; (2.4a) the equations (2.3e-g) are integrated with the result:
ψ, x = dy + eφ + f ψ + eC 2 + f C 3 ; (2.4b) and the equations (2.3i-k) are integrated with the result:
φ, y ψ, x −φ, x ψ, y = gy + hφ + jψ + hC 2 + jC 3 .
(2.4c)
The equations are now sorted as follows. Eqs. (2.3d) and (2.3h) form a set that determines λ 2 and λ 3 , eqs. (2.4a-b) form a set that determines φ and ψ, the remaining two equations ((2.4c) and (2.3l)) are consistency conditions to be imposed on the solutions of the two former sets. Note that the set (2.4a-b) and the set {(2.3d), (2.3h)} are of the same general form: each of them is an (ordinary differential) linear vector equation of first order: 5) where, for (2.4a-b), the constant matrix A and the vectors U and W are: 6) while the set {(2.3d), (2.3h)} is homogeneous, so W = 0 in (2.5), the matrix A is the same as in (2.6) and U = λ 2 λ 3 .
With the constants b, c, e and f being all arbitrary, several cases will have to be considered separately. Just as in Paper 2, the cases that arise will be organized into a binary tree an numbered in a positional system that will enable one to quickly identify the complementary part of each alternative (see also the diagram).
The first alternative appears in solving the characteristic equation for the matrix A. Its eigenvalues are:
where:
We first consider:
Case 1: ∆ = 0 (i.e. A has two distinct eigenvalues).
The second alternative appears immediately in finding the eigenvectors of A: the cases c = 0 and c = 0 have to be considered separately.
The solution of the set {(2.3d), (2.3h)} is then:
where L 2 (y) and L 3 (y) are arbitrary functions. The cases ∆ > 0 and ∆ < 0 could be considered together for a large part of the reasoning. When ∆ < 0, α 1 and α 2 are complex and α 2 = α 1 . Then, L 2 and L 3 have to be complex, too, with L 3 = L 2 . However, the two cases lead to different sets of Bianchi types, and so it will be convenient to split them here.
Case 1.1.1: ∆ > 0 (i.e. both eigenvalues are real). Then, in solving the set (2.4a-b), the cases det A = 0 and det A = 0 have to be considered separately. In the end, however, the case det A = 0 turns out to be empty, i.e. in all subcases that arise in it there exists a linear combination of the Killing vectors k (2) and k (3) with constant coefficients that is spanned on u and w. This means that all these subcases are in the domain of Paper 2 and need not be considered here. Therefore we will do away with the case det A = 0 by only indicating the method of verification of the statement above.
When det A = 0, the following is true (from (2.7) -(2.8)):
Since we are still in Case 1 in which α 2 = α 1 by assumption, we can take it for granted that α = 0 here. The solutions of (2.3d), (2.3h) and (2.4a-b) are: 11) where F (y) and P (y) are other arbitrary functions. The further procedure goes exactly as for the case det A = 0 presented below, and leads to the results specified above. From now on, in Case 1.1.1 we assume that:
Then the solution of (2.4a-b) is:
The solutions (2.9) and (2.13) must now obey the consistency conditions (2.4c) and (2.3l). Eq. (2.4c) is a polynomial in e α 1 x and e α 2 x whose coefficients are functions of y, the polynomial contains e (α 1 +α 2 )x , e α 1 x , e α 2 x and terms independent of x. The cases α 2 = −α 1 and α 2 = −α 1 require separate consideration. We first consider:
Comparison of coefficients of e (α 1 +α 2 )x on both sides of (2.4c) leads to:
If F = 0, then (2.14) is fulfilled identically, and this case has to be considered separately. The result is similar as in the case det A = 0. The consideration, parallel to the one that follows below, reveals that with F = 0 either one of the Killing fields becomes collinear with rotation (and this situation is in the domain of Paper 2) or the symmetry group becomes two dimensional (which case is not considered here at all). Consequently, we proceed assuming F = 0. The solution of (2.14) is then:
where β is an arbitrary constant; α 1 = 0 because det A = 0. The coefficients of F e α 1 x on both sides of (2.4c) imply:
In considering the coefficients of e α 2 x in (2.4c) we have to set aside the case P = 0 for separate consideration because the terms with e α 2 x all vanish identically when P = 0. However, the case P = 0 is in fact empty in the same sense as the case F = 0: either the Killing field k (3) becomes collinear with rotation, and this situation is in the domain of Paper 2, or the symmetry group becomes two-dimensional. Hence, we shall follow the case P = 0 only. Then the coefficients of P e α 2 x on both sides of (2.4c) imply: 17) and the terms independent of x imply:
Eq. (2.3l) is a polynomial in exponential functions of x that involves e 2α 1 x , e 2α 2 x , e (α 1 +α 2 )x , e α 1 x and e α 2 x . In consequence of (2.9) -(2.18) most of the resulting equations are fulfilled identically, the only one that brings in new information is:
This is integrated with the result: 20) where γ is a new arbitrary constant.
Finally, the following Killing fields resulted:
These formulae are simplified by changing the basis in the algebra of the Killing vectors. 2) and k α (3) we obtain the same result as if: 2) . Further simplification results from the transformation (1.13) with:
The Killing field k α (1) does not change, while the other two become (all primes dropped): 
Looking at the commutation relations one can see that in effect we have also achieved c = e = 0, α 1 = b, α 2 = f , even though the initial basis (2.21) was calculated under the assumption c = 0. This allows us to predict that in the case c = 0, set aside for separate consideration, we will obtain (2.24) again; see case 1.2 in sec. 6. In view of the assumptions made earlier, we have: 26) and consequently the Bianchi type is VI h , with the free parameter being a B = (b+f )/(b−f ).
The Killing fields are simplified even further after the following transformation that leads out of the Plebański class: 27) that results in (primes dropped):
In the new coordinates, the Killing equations imply for the metric: 
In considering eqs. (2.4c) and (2.3l) it may be assumed that F = 0 = P because the opposite cases lead, just as before, out of the domain of this paper. With F = 0 = P , the coefficients of e α 1 x , of e −α 1 x and the terms independent of x (which now include the coefficients of e (α 1 +α 2 )x ) in (2.4c) imply, respectively:
where B is an arbitrary constant. In eq. (2.3l) only the terms independent of x provide a piece of new information, the other parts of the equation are fulfilled identically in consequence of (3.1) -(3.2). The new information is:
(the integration constant γ was chosen so as to correspond to (2.20) ). Like in sec. 2, we first construct the Killing fields by substituting (3.1) -(3.3), (2.9) and (2.13) into (2.1), then simplify the result by changing the basis in the Lie algebra and carrying out the coordinate transformations (1.13) (the difference is that here the coefficient in the formula for k ′α (2) is ∆ instead of (2cβ) −1 ). The result is:
The commutation relations are: 5) and they correspond to the Bianchi type VIII when g = 0 and type VI 0 when g = 0 (note that α 1 = 0 by the assumption defining case 1.1.1). The Killing fields are further simplified by the coordinate transformation:
that results (with primes dropped) in:
the other components of g ij being just unknown functions. The Killing equations for k α
now imply that the metric is independent of x, while those for k α (3) are solved by: In solving the Killing equations for k α (2) , three cases have to be considered separately: Case I: gB = 0. In fact, the cases gB > 0 and gB < 0 lead to different results, but the formulae for gB < 0 can be easily reconstructed from those for gB > 0 by taking real combinations of the complex solutions. Hence, we shall only present the formulae for gB > 0. The solution of the Killing equations is:
V := h 13 cos(2µz) − k 13 sin(2µz)
where the h ij (t) and k ij (t) are arbitrary functions. When gB < 0, µ is imaginary. Then the trigonometric functions go over into the appropriate hyperbolic functions, and h 12 and h 13 have to be taken imaginary, too.
Case II: B = 0. The solution of the Killing equations for k α (2) is then:
where the h ij (t) are arbitrary functions.
Case III: g = 0.
The Killing equations for k α (2) imply here:
where the h ij (t) are arbitrary functions. With this, case 1.1.1 is exhausted and we go back to (2.9) to consider the other branch of the alternative.
4. Case 1.1.2: ∆ < 0 (i.e. the eigenvalues α 1 and α 2 are complex and conjugate to each other).
As stated before, it is more convenient to reparametrize (2.9) so that it contains only real quantities, and then repeat the procedure of case 1.1.1 in this new parametrization. We denote:
where G, J, M and N are new unknown functions of y, and then:
In this notation, eqs. (2.9) and (2.13) adapted to the case ∆ < 0 are:
Just as in Case 1.1.1, these expressions must now satisfy the consistency conditions (2.4c) and (2.3l). However, in considering them, the cases b + f = 0 and b + f = 0 have to be taken separately.
Both sides of (2.4c) are then polynomials in e (b+f )x/2 , and some of their coefficients involve cos(Dx/2) and sin(Dx/2). The coefficient of e (b+f )x leads to the equation:
We are working in the case c = 0 = D, so only the expression in square brackets can vanish. Its form suggests the substitution:
where K and L are new functions of y. Eq. (4.4) becomes then −DKK, y +(b+f )K 2 L, y = 0, and its solution is:
where B is an arbitrary constant; B = 0 or else we are back in the domain of Paper 2. Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6) provide a parametric representation of G and J in terms of the function L, which is arbitrary at this stage. The coefficients of e (b+f )x/2 in (2.4c) involve sin and cos that always go in fixed pairs. The coefficients of
and the coefficients of {e (b+f )x/2 [G sin(Dx/2) + J cos(Dx/2)]} imply:
Finally, the terms independent of x imply:
With (4.7) -(4.8), eq. (2.3l) is reduced to:
Only the expression in square brackets can vanish in the case now considered. After (4.5) and (4.6) are substituted into (4.10), the resulting equation integrates to: 
The resulting Killing fields are:
Again, the formulae simplify when the basis in the Lie algebra is changed. First, we take
respectively. The result is equivalent to: 14) and then (4.7) -(4.9) simplify to:
With (4.14) taken into account, we change the basis again by taking k ′α
, and carry out the transformation (1.13) with:
The result is equivalent to L = 0 = M , i.e.:
The commutation relations are:
and they correspond to Bianchi type VII h with the free parameter
, coordinates can be adapted to k 2 and k 3 simultaneously. The following transformation does it:
but the new coordinates are no longer in the Plebański class. After the transformation, with primes dropped:
The formulae for g 0α (α = 0, 1, 2, 3) in terms of g ij (i, j = 1, 2, 3) in the new coordinates are given in Appendix A. In the new coordinates, the metric is independent of t and y, while the Killing equations for k α (1) have the following solution: 23) where the h ij (z) are arbitrary functions. The components g 0α in terms of those given above are given in Appendix A.
We go back to eqs. (4.3) which simplify as follows:
With these new forms of φ, ψ, λ 2 and λ 3 we reconsider (2.4c) and (2.3l). Eq. (2.4c) is now linear inhomogeneous in sin(Dx/2) and cos(Dx/2). The coefficients of cos(Dx/2), of sin(Dx/2) and the terms independent of x imply, respectively: 
The integral of (5.5) is:
where B = const. Eq. (2.3l) leads now to two additional equations, one of which has the solution: 9) and what remains of (2.3l) is then:
This has two solutions, a = 0 and M = N = 0, that must be considered separately. However, the case M = N = 0 turns out to be included as the subcase γ = 0 of the formulae below. Hence:
By changing the basis to k ′α
the result equivalent to:
is achieved, and then, from (5.8):
Eq. (5.14) suggests the parametrization:
then, from (5.14): 16) and L remains arbitrary. With a = d = 0 we change the basis again to k"
] and we carry out the transformation (1.13) with:
The result is equivalent to L = 0 = N which implies: 18) and the Killing fields become:
The Bianchi type depends on the constant g: for g/c > 0 it is type IX, for g/c < 0 it is type VIII and for g = 0 it is type VII 0 . The last case is contained in (4.20) -(4.23) as the subcase b + f = 0. The Killing equations for k α (1) imply that the metric tensor is independent of x. Knowing this, one can simplify the Killing equations for k α (2) and k α (3) . Since k α (2) and k α (3) are linear in sin(Dx/2) and cos(Dx/2), while g αβ are independent of x, each Killing equation implies two equations: the coefficients of cos(Dx/2) and of sin(Dx/2) have to vanish separately. The pair of equations implied by k α (2) is identical to the pair implied by k α (3) , and it is:
The solution of (5.22) is:
where the H ij (t, z) are arbitrary functions, and R(y) is:
With K given by (5.16), R(y) and K −3 R(y)dy can be easily calculated, but the result has to be given separately for gB = 0, for g = 0 and for B = 0, so eq. (5.24) is the most compact notation (but see below). Case I: gB = 0. (this means we are considering the Bianchi types IX and VIII here, but not VII 0 ). In this case: 26) and the solution of (5.21) (with (5.23) -(5.24) already taken into account) is: 27) where the h ij (u) and k ij (u) are arbitrary functions. Eqs. (5.27 ) are adapted to the case gB > 0. When gB < 0, λ 2 < 0, i.e. λ is imaginary. Then k 12 and k 23 have to be taken imaginary (and U becomes imaginary in consequence of this), the hyperbolic functions go over into the corresponding trigonometric functions in the well-known way, and the functions H ij remain real.
Case II: gB = 0. Then K, yy = 0. The form of R(y) still depends on whether g = 0 or g = 0 and B = 0 or B = 0. The formulae below apply in each case. The solution of (5.21) (again with (5.23) -(5.24) already taken into account) is here:
The subcase of (5.28) in which g = 0 and the hypersurfaces u = const are spacelike should have a common subset witht the class considered by Demiański and Grishchuk [3] . These authors considered Bianchi type VII 0 models with nonzero rotation, with spacelike orbits of the symmetry group which are flat and with the source being a perfect fluid (the pressure is not constant in their class). A member of the present collection should result when p = const. However, Ref. 3 does not contain sufficient information to identify it. With this, Case 1.1 is exhausted. We go back to (2.8) with ∆ = 0 and consider:
6. Case 1.2 : c = 0. Just as it was announced in the paragraph after (2.25), this case brings no new information. Three situations occur here:
1. The group becomes two-dimensional (because two Killing vectors become collinear); these cases are not considered here.
2. A linear combination of the Killing fields with constant coefficients is spanned on u α and w α ; these cases are in the domain of Paper 2.
3. In the case when the group is 3-dimensional and none of the Killing fields is spanned on u α and w α , the formulae are equivalent to (2.25) -(2.29) and (3.2) -(3.11) (both sets reappear).
The proof consists simply in retracing the whole reasoning from (2.8) on with c = 0. As seen from (2.8), with c = 0 necessarily ∆ ≥ 0, and so no analog of Case 1.1.2 arises here. The essential steps of the reasoning are described in Appendix B.
Case 1 is exhausted at this point.
7. Case 2: ∆ = 0 (i.e. A has one double eigenvalue). The reasoning from (2.8) on has to be repeated with this new assumption. Then the double eigenvalue is α and:
The double sign denotes two different cases, but they will be considered at one go. In finding the solutions of (2.5), the cases det A = 0 and det A = 0 have to be considered separately. We first consider: Case 2.1: det A = 0. This means:
In the next step, the case c = 0 has to be set aside for separate consideration, so we first assume:
Case 2.1.1: c = 0. The solutions for λ 2,3 , φ and ψ are here:
3)
With such λ 2,3 , φ and ψ, eq. (2.4c) involves polynomials of second degree in e (b+f )x/2 and also of second degree in x. The equations implied by the coefficients of x 2 e (b+f )x and of xe (b+f )x are fulfilled identically, while the remaining ones are:
The vanishing of the first factor in (7.6) and (7.7) leads to the relation:
which means that the combination on the left is collinear with w α , and so this case belongs to the domain of Paper 2. Hence, (7.6) and (7.7) imply:
The solution of (7.5) may be represented parametrically by:
where A is an arbitrary constant and R(y) is an arbitrary function. It can be assumed that R = 0 because otherwise we are back in the domain of Paper 2. Eq. (2.3l), with the functions given by (7.3) -(7.4) is a polynomial of the same form as (2.4c), and only the coefficients of e (b+f )x provide a new equation:
Using (7.10), the solution is found again in a parametric form:
where γ is another arbitrary constant and S is another arbitrary function. The resulting Killing fields are now calculated from (2.1) using (7.10) and (7.12). Since this procedure has already been performed a few times in this paper, we shall not quote the intermediate results. It turns out that k α (2) and k α (3) contain terms which are constant multiples of k α (1) , these are removed when a new basis, k ′α (2) and k ′α (3) is appropriately defined. Then we change 2) and carry out the transformation (1.13) with:
The Killing fields that result are (with primes dropped):
14)
It can be assumed now that A = 0 because this is equivalent to changing the basis to
and they correspond to Bianchi type IV.
Because of [k (2) , k (3) ] = 0, coordinates can be adapted to k (2) and k (3) simultaneously. The following transformation does it:
and it results in (primes dropped):
In the new coordinates the metric is independent of t and y. After the coordinate transformation (7.16) and after solving the Killing equations for k α (1) it assumes the form:
where the h ij (z) are arbitrary functions, and W , not to be confused with the same symbol from sec. 4, is: 
Similarly as it happened in sec. 6, it turns out that this case is included in the case c = 0. When the procedure of sec. 7 is retraced with (8.1), the Killing fields that result at the stage corresponding to (7.14) are equivalent to (7.14), with b + f = 2b, e playing the role of c and the roles of k (2) and k (3) interchanged.
9. Case 2.2: det A = 0. With ∆ = det A = 0, the following follows from (2.8) and (2.6):
and the matrix A is nilpotent, A 2 = 0. Again the case c = 0 has to be set aside for separate consideration, so we first follow:
Case 2.2.1: c = 0. The solutions of (2.5) -(2.6) are here:
In considering eqs. (2.4c) and (2.3l), the case ab + cd = 0 has to be considered separately, so now we follow:
Case 2.2.1.1: ab + cd = 0. Eq. (2.4c) is now a polynomial of second degree in x, and it implies the following equations:
The integral of the last equation is:
Eq. (2.3l) reduces to the single equation:
In solving (9.6) the case P = 0 has to be considered separately. However, although some of the intermediate steps of the calculation depend on the assumption P = 0, in the final formulae for the Killing fields P = 0 is achieved by a transformation of the (1.13) set. The result is identical to the one obtained with P = 0 from (9.6) on. With P = 0, the solution of (9.6) is:
We change the basis of the resulting Killing fields by taking k ′α
, then carry out the transformation (1.13) with: 8) and again change the basis to k ′α
. The final Killing fields are:
(9.9)
and they correspond to Bianchi type VIII. The Killing equations for k (1) imply that the metric is independent of x. Those for k (3) are solved by:
where the H ij (t, z) are arbitrary functions (the components g 0α are as in (1.9), we are still in the Plebański class in this case). In solving the Killing equations for k (2) it is useful to observe that A and γ cannot vanish simultaneously: with A = γ = 0, the Killing equations for k (2) imply that g 12 = g 22 = g 23 = 0, i.e. det(g αβ ) = 0. With A 2 + γ 2 = 0, the following variables can be introduced:
The Killing equations for k α (2) have to be solved separately for A = 0 and for A = 0. When A = 0, we define δ and λ by: 13) and then the solution is:
H 12 = h 12 cosh(2λv) + k 12 sinh(2λv) + γH 23 /(2A), 14) where the h ij (u) are arbitrary functions. Eqs. (9.14) are adapted to the case λ 2 > 0 (A < 0), but the solution for λ 2 < 0 can be easily constructed from this one. When A = 0, necessarily γ = 0 and the Killing equations for k α (2) are solved in the original variables (t, z) as follows: .3) simplify in the obvious way. The difference with sec. 9 is that eqs. (2.4c) and (2.3l) impose weaker conditions here. The case P = 0 leads to the domain of Paper 2, so it may be assumed that P = 0. Then, the consequences of (2.4c) are: 
which defines L 3 once P is given. The functions F and L 2 are still arbitrary at this point.
In the resulting Killing fields we take k ′α
The result of the change of basis and of (10.4) is equivalent to: 5) and the Killing fields become:
(10.6)
Note that with (10.5) fulfilled, the subcase g = 0 implies P, y = const, and then k α (3) − P, y k α (1) is spanned on u α and w α , i.e. this case is in the domain of Paper 2. Hence, in what follows it will be assumed that g = 0. For the same reason it will also be assumed that (P − yP, y ) = 0.
The commutation relations (with (10.5) already taken into account) are:
The collection of Bianchi types contained in (10.7) is as follows. When: (a) g < j 2 /4, the Bianchi type is VI h with the free parameter a B = j/(j 2 − 4g) 1/2 ; and VI 0 when j = 0.
(b) g > j 2 /4, the Bianchi type is VII h with the free parameter a B = j/(4g − j 2 ) 1/2 ; and VII 0 when j = 0.
(c) g = j 2 /4, the Bianchi type is IV if j = 0 and II if j = 0. This last case belongs to the domain of Paper 2, as explained above, and will not be presented here.
The Killing equations have to be solved separately for these three cases.
The coordinates are adapted to k (1) and k (3) by the following transformation:
In the new coordinates, with primes dropped:
The Killing equations for k (1) and k (3) imply now that the metric is independent of t and x, while those for k (2) are:
−P g 11,y + 2y(P − yP, y ) + 2P, y g 11 + 2L 3 g 13 = 0,
The last three have the same solutions in all three cases: and y is then found from y = P dY . The solutions of (10.10) and of (10.14) are now as follows:
Case I: g < j 2 /4.
where M , N and y 0 are arbitrary constants and:
It can be assumed that M N = 0 because in both the cases M = 0 and N = 0 we are back in the domain of Paper 2 (then P, y = const). The solutions of the remaining Killing equations are here:
Case II: g > j 2 /4. Here we define:
where M and N are arbitrary constants, and then the solutions are:
Case III: g = j 2 /4 = 0. With M, N and y 0 being arbitrary constants, the solutions for P and y are here:
We can assume M = 0 because with M = 0 again P, y = const. Then, the solutions of the Killing equations are as follows:
With this, case 2.2.1 is exhausted. We go back to (9.1) and consider:
11. Case 2.2.2 : c = 0. With ∆ = det A = c = 0 the only element of the matrix A that may be nonzero is e. The solutions of (2.5) -(2.6) are here:
Eq. (2.4c) now implies that either j = a or a = 0 or e = 0. However, j = a leads to a result equivalent to (9.9) and a = 0 leads to a result equivalent to (10.6). Hence:
which makes the whole matrix A = 0. The remaining implications of (2.4c) and (2.3l) are:
In solving these conditions, again several cases have to be considered separately.
Case 2.2.2.1 : a =0. Then: 5) but in solving the second of (11.4) the case j = −a has to be set aside for separate consideration. We first follow:
Case 2.2.2.1.1: j = −a. Then: 6) where A and B are arbitrary constants. In the resulting Killing fields we change the basis to k ′α
, and then carry out the transformation (1.13) with:
The final Killing fields are:
The commutation relations are: 9) and they correspond to Bianchi type VI h with the free parameter a B = (j − a)/(j + a). The coordinates will be adapted to k (1) and k (3) after the transformation:
After the transformation:
11) and the Killing equations imply:
2 , g 12 = h 12 , g 13 = h 13 y, 12) where the h ij (z) are arbitrary functions.
The formulae for h and L 3 simply follow from (11.5) and (11.6) while the second of (11.4) now has a different integral:
(11.13)
In the resulting Killing fields we change the basis to k ′α
, and then carry out the transformation (1.13) with the same H and T as in (11.7). The final Killing fields k α (1) and k α (2) are the same as in (11.8) , and:
(11.14)
The commutation relations are: 15) and they correspond to Bianchi type IV. In order to adapt the coordinates to k α (1) and k α (2) we now carry out the transformation: 16) and it leads to:
g 00 = y 2 − 2y 2 ln y + (ln y) 2 g 11 + 2Ay ln yg 13 + (Ay) 2 g 33 , g 01 = y 2 − ln yg 11 − Ayg 13 , g 02 = − ln yg 12 − Ayg 23 , 17) and the Killing equations lead to formulae for the other metric components that are identical to (11.12). 21) which leaves us with an Abelian algebra (Bianchi type I) and the functions F , P , L 2 and L 3 being all arbitrary. To avoid landing in the domain of Paper 2, we have to assume:
We will denote: 23) and then the Killing fields are:
It may also be assumed that:
because if L = 0, then the Killing equations imply that either the symmetry group becomes two-dimensional or the metric is singular. With L = 0, the following transformation is permissible: 26) after which the Killing fields become:
The resulting metric depends only on y, but the Einstein equations are hopelessly complicated. This is the end of the collection of solutions of the Killing equations.
Perspectives.
The research for this series of papers was motivated by the desire to find a rotating (exact) perturbation of the Friedmann -Lemaître cosmological models. Several papers have been published whose authors found exact solutions of Einstein's equations with a rotating source (see a brief overview in sec. 13), but all except one of them are either stationary from the beginning or become static in the limit of zero rotation. The one exception is the solution 2 by Stephani [4] that has still nonzero expansion in the limit ω → 0, but it is a rotating perturbation of a degenerate limit of the hyperbolically symmetric KantowskiSachs solution [5] (see Ref. 6 for more on this point) and cannot reproduce any Robertson -Walker geometry.
There is no proof available that a rotating perturbation of the F-L models can be spatially homogeneous. However, if it has any spatially homogeneous subcases and has a dust source, then the subcases must be contained among the metrics listed in this series of papers -just because this is a complete list of all hypersurface-homogeneous rotating dust metrics (and, over all three papers, all Bianchi types appeared on the list, some of them more than once). Hence, from now on, instead of testing various metric ansatzes for rotating dust by trial and error, one can choose an ansatz from a limited collection. It is well-known [7] that the Robertson -Walker geometries have the following relation to the spatially homogeneous Bianchi-type geometries:
The spatially flat (k = 0) R-W geometry is a common subset of Bianchi types I and VII 0 .
The R-W geometry with negative spatial curvature (k = −1) is a common subset of Bianchi types V and VII h .
The R-W geometry with positive spatial curvature (k = +1) is a subset of Bianchi type IX geometries.
With this information, the following can be concluded: 1. The metrics from Paper 1 do not contain any generalization of the F-L models; the Bianchi type I class contained there has timelike symmetry orbits and the velocity field is tangent to the orbits.
2. The same is true for the Bianchi type I metrics from Paper 2 (cases 2.1.2.2 and 2.2) and from the present paper (eqs. (11.22) - (11.27) ). This is in agreement with Theorem 3.1 of King and Ellis [8] which says that no tilted Bianchi type I models exist (tilted means that the velocity field is not orthogonal to the symmetry orbits. Bianchi models with rotation obviously must be tilted). Hence, the cases listed in points 3, 4 and 5 are most promising from the point of view of cosmology.
A brief overview of literature.
Partly in order to justify the claim made in the first paragraph of sec. 12, a brief overview of literature on solutions of Einstein's equations with rotating sources will be presented here. For the period up to 1973, the overview is based on a thorough survey of subject indexes to Physics Abstracts starting with the year 1915 (made in connection with Refs. 57 -59) . For the period 1973 -1996 the survey was less thorough -I was looking for only four keywords: "Bianchi", "homogeneous", "rotation" and "spatially homogeneous". In both searches the following sections of Physics Abstracts were surveyed: Cosmology, General Relativity, Gravitation and Space-Time Configurations (of course, references in the papers included in the survey were also checked). Ref. 9 is a more extended survey that covers the period up to 1973, and papers in which perturbative methods were used were also listed in it, these are omitted here. Vacuum solutions are omitted, too.
As a rule, each paper is mentioned in one sentence, so this overview does not pretend to represent the contents of the papers; it is only meant to sort the papers by subjects and serve as an introductory guide through the literature.
Lanczos [10] found the historically earliest exact solution with rotating matter (although he may have been unaware of its rotation); it is a dust solution in which the velocity field and the rotation field are collinear with Killing fields. Van Stockum [11] Gödel's solution [15] has a five-dimensional symmetry group whose orbit is the whole spacetime, and consequently the physical scalars in it are all constant. Its source is dust of zero expansion and shear, and constant matter density and rotation scalars. Rediscoveries of the Gödel solution were published in Refs. 16 In Refs. 33 -40 solutions of Einstein -Maxwell equations with a charged fluid source were discussed, some of them under the additional assumption that the Lorentz force is zero. The latter are fully within the scope of the formalism used in the present series of papers because the charged dust in them moves with zero acceleration. The relation of the results of these papers to those obtained here was described in Paper 1. Some of them are generalizations of the Lanczos [10] and Gödel [15] A generalization of the Λ = 0 subcase of the Lanczos solution to a mixture of scalar field and dust was found by Santos and Mondaini [41] .
Other generalizations of the Gödel solution were found in Refs. 42 -50. Raval and Vaidya [42] found two solutions with anisotropic pressure, one of them nonstationary. Bray [43] found a collection of solutions with the rotating fluid immersed in a magnetic field. Novello and Rebouças [44] , Kitamura [45 -47] and Ray [48] found generalizations with heat flow (the second of Kitamura's solutions presented in Ref. 45 is a coordinate transform of the Gödel solution). Rebouças [49] found a generalization with free electromagnetic field; see Ref. 51 and Paper 1 for an explanation of the relation between the solutions in Refs. 49 and 37. Finally, Panov [50] found a generalization with two scalar fields, anisotropic fluid, null radiation and heat conduction.
Other solutions with rotating charged matter source were obtained in Refs. 52 -55. The Einstein -Maxwell equations for stationary axisymmetric charged dust were analysed by Bonnor [56] .
In addition, several solutions with a perfect fluid source (i.e. with nonconstant pressure) and with the same Bianchi type I symmetry as was considered in Paper 1 have been published. These include a family of solutions by this author [57 -60] Nilsson and Uggla [63] did a qualitative analysis (using the theory of dynamical systems) of perfect fluid solutions with the same symmetry that obey the linear barotropic equation of state.
The list above includes papers that are related to Paper 1 of this series. Results related to those of Paper 2 are contained in Refs. 64 -77. Among the solutions found by Ellis [64] there are some that directly belong to the collection of Paper 2, they are identified and described in Paper 2. Also within the scope of Paper 2 are the results of King [65] who investigated properties of the subcase β = h 13 = 0 of Case 2.1.2.2 (of Paper 2) and provided a few examples of explicit solutions. Other explicit solutions in King's class were found by Maitra [66] , Zimmerman [67] (this reference was not given in Paper 2) and Vishveshwara and Winicour [68] .
In Refs. 69 -73 rotating dust solutions with four-dimensional symmetry groups were found; at least some of them have 3-dimensional subgroups and are within the domain of Paper 2. However, as mentioned in Paper 2, these papers do not contain sufficient information for a complete identification of all such subcases. The first three of the six solutions given in Ref. 70 are among the Case 2.1.2.2 metrics of Paper 2.
Davidson [74] found an example of solution with King's subclass of symmetry (stationary, cylindrically symmetric, differentially rotating) and with a perfect fluid source obeying the linear barotropic equation of state. Two other stationary cylindrically symmetric perfect fluid solutions were found by Garcia and Kramer [75] , the first is differentially rotating and has the symmetry of King's subclass, the other is rigidly rotating and so has the Bianchi type I symmetry of the class considered in Paper 1. Nilsson and Uggla [76] analysed by the method of dynamical systems the Einstein equations for a metric with a Bianchi type II symmetry and a perfect fluid source that obeys the linear barotropic equation of state. Its set of Killing fields is in the subcase λ 3 = 0 of Case 1.1.2.2 of Paper 2. Stewart and Ellis [77] considered perfect fluid generalizations of the Ellis (dust) solutions from Ref. 64 , they also considered sources with anisotropic pressure, viscosity and electric charge.
The only paper directly relevant to the present Paper 3 is Ref.
3, see sec. 5. The remaining part of the present section is a list of papers in which various problems connected with rotating matter were discussed, but which are more remotely related to the present series of papers.
Stephani [4] found a solution that is unique in one more respect in addition to that mentioned in sec. 12: it is so far the only rotating matter (dust) solution with no symmetry. (Note: solution 3 in Ref. 4 is not a perfect fluid solution, contrary to the paper's statement).
Stationary axisymmetric (i.e. with two-dimensional symmetry groups) perfect fluid solutions were found in Refs. 78 -83. Wahlquist [78] found a rigidly rotating solution with the equation of state ǫ = −3p + const that, with specific values of two parameters, can describe the interior of a body with compact outer surface. Herlt [79] found a source of the NUT vacuum solution and Kramer [80] found another solution, both are rigidly rotating (Kramer's solution was rediscovered by Patra and Roy [81] , see Ref. 82) . Another class of rigidly rotating stationary axisymmetric solutions was found by Herlt [83] .
Several stationary axisymmetric metrics were devised as nonperfect fluid sources of the Kerr solution. Results in this class that were published up to 1976 are reviewed in Ref. 84 . Later, a few more papers on this subject were published, but in those that are known to the present author the source is either a surface distribution of matter or an energymomentum tensor that does not correspond to any identifiable kind of matter, hence they are not mentioned here.
A spatially homogeneous solution of Bianchi type VI 0 with a rotating perfect fluid source was found by Rosquist [85] ; it has the equation of state ǫ = 3p and nonzero expansion. Spatially homogeneous solutions with heat-conducting sources were found in Refs. 86 -89 . Two other hypersurface-homogeneous perfect fluid solutions were found by Wainwright [90] , one has a 3-dimensional symmetry group of unidentified Bianchi type, the other has a 4-dimensional multiply transitive symmetry group.
The remaining papers contain results obtained without finding explicit solutions of Einstein's equations. This part of the survey is likely to be incomplete.
Narlikar [91] proposed a metric form for a rotating dust model in which dust particles move on 3-cylinders (axial symmetry is not assumed) whose orthogonal sections are 2-dimensional surfaces of constant curvature. Winicour [98] reduced the Einstein equations with a stationary axisymmetric dust source to a sequence of integrations. This author [101] presented results of partial integration of the Einstein equations for a cylindrically symmetric nonstationary perfect fluid.
Bampi and Cianci [102] investigated spacetimes with an Abelian 2-dimensional group of symmetries that has null orbits; the example of exact solution provided is a vacuum. Wils and van den Bergh [104] showed that a stationary axisymmetric differentially rotating charged dust has either a nonvanishing Lorentz force of a nonconstant ratio of charge density to mass density.
In Refs. 105 -110 general properties of rotating spatially homogeneous Bianchi type IX models were investigated without attempting to solve the Einstein equations. Of these, Ref. 109 gives a kinetic theory description of sources in such models and Ref. 110 gives a qualitative analysis of rotating mixmaster models. In verifying (2.4c) and (2.3l) the cases F = 0 and P = 0 have to be considered separately. The results are as follows:
When F = 0 = P and L 2 = 0 the group becomes 2-dimensional. When F = 0 = P and L 2 = 0, the Killing field [k α (2) + (a/b)k α (1) ] is collinear with w α , and this case is in the domain of Paper 2.
When P = 0, another linear combination of the Killing vectors with constant coefficients is collinear with w α .
When F = 0 = P , formulae equivalent to (2.24) -(2.29) result. 
